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Course snapshot

COURSE TITLE Basic Catchups for Immunisation

COURSE SUM MARY

This three hour interactive course is an opportunity to review, 
consolidate and expand on your learned knowledge for an 
individual who is new to Immunisation in Australia. This Basic 
Catchup course will cover practicing regular catch-up scenarios 
and provide an opportunity to ask questions and create your 
own scenarios that you have seen in your practice.

UNITS OF 
COMPETENCY NA

VALUE FOR 
ORGANISATIONS

An interactive virtual workshop for those new to Immunisation, 
or with some experience, who would benefit from a small 
classroom setting learning the basics of ‘how to do a catchup?’ 
Develop an understanding of vaccination planning, and 
various schedules following the guidelines of the Australian 
Immunisation Handbook. Using simple scenarios your ongoing 
learning will be developed and tested with other practitioners 
in a small classroom setting. Review catch-up principles and 
scenarios, and advance your learning by asking the questions 
you need from your clinical setting in a supportive environment.

COST $95 (Inc. GST) 

PRE-READ ING
There is no pre-reading for this course. However there are 
documents to download and print in your resource library prior 
to the workshop. 

DELIVERY & 
ASSESSMENT Virtual workshop

ESTIMATED HOURS 
OF STUDY 3 hours of active learning.

CPD HOURS

As a general guide, one (1) hour of active learning equates to 
one (1) hour of CPD. It is the responsibility 
of the individual student to calculate how many hours  
of active learning have been completed. The hours of active 
learning estimated above should act as a guide to CPD hours.

ENTRY 
REQUIREMENTS For the entry requirements please see the following page. 

TERMS AND 
COND ITIONS

Visit benchmarquegroup.com.au/terms-and-conditions
View Student Handbook

https://www.benchmarquegroup.com.au/media/Student-handbook-small.pdf 


About
We are paving the way for innovative and  
easy online learning through our bespoke 

online course and assessment platform, 
accessIQ.

• Study anywhere, anytime

• Edit saved answers, review before submitting

• Live student console – tracks assessment, 
enrollments and waitlists

• Access statement of results and resource 
library.

Course outline
You will review and refresh your knowledge on 
catch-ups using the Australian Immunisation 
Handbook Catch-Up Tables. We will then 
practice using basic scenarios to consolidate 
foundational catchup principles. During this 
time there’s an opportunity to ask questions 
and gain support to help you in your 
workplace.

Course content
The session consists of blended learning in a 
small interactive classroom , which includes 
Immunisation catch-ups, sharing of knowledge 
information, and self-reflection activities.

Course outcome
By the end of this virtual workshop, you will 
have refreshed your knowledge on how 
to work through a basic catch-up and the 
processes involved. You will practice working 
through one or more scenario’s using the 
Australian Immunisation Handbook Catch-Up 
Tables, and be provided with answers for any 
questions you might have.

Entry Requirements
Entrants to the Basic Catchups for 
Immunisation Course must provide evidence 
of a relevant professional role. Relevant roles 
would include:

• Registered Nurse

• Nurse Practitioner

• General Practitioner

• Enrolled Nurse

• Aboriginal Health Practitioner 

• Others on application.



For Further information contact:

Ground Floor 101 Cremorne Street  
Cremorne VIC 3121

1300 855 568

courses@benchmarquegroup.com.au

www.benchmarquegroup.com.au

About  
Benchmarque Group
Benchmarque Group is a Registered Training Organisation 
(RTO 21824) delivering a range of clinical skills courses to 
meet the needs of a broad range of health professionals  
across Australia.

As an RTO working in the health sector, our focus is on 
the delivery of courses  designed to provide healthcare 
professionals with the opportunity to expand their skills and 
careers. We concentrate on skills and knowledge that can  
be immediately implemented in a vocational context.

Skills learnt today can be used tomorrow.


